
             

FEATURE REVIEW

Where Have All the Realists Gone?

Michael J. Hogan, ed. The Ambiguous Legacy: U.S. Foreign Relations in the “American Century.”

New York: Cambridge University Press, . xii +  pp. Index. $. (cloth). $.
(paper).

Once upon a time, it was commonplace for historians to interpret American
foreign relations in the twentieth century from a standpoint that emphasized
power and interests. Everyone knows the story: the rise to world power began
with the Spanish-American War, went through a bumpy patch between the two
world wars, and culminated in the geopolitics of the Cold War. Historians were
often critical of the degree to which policymakers adhered to the national
interest in these years, or quarreled with the way it happened to be defined, but
they nevertheless tended to operate from a social scientific perspective that
sought explanations for American behavior in the nation’s domestic structures
or in the position of the United States in the international constellation of
power.

This collection of diverse reflections on the theme first announced in Henry
Luce’s famous essay (also included) makes that story look like a fairy tale or,
better yet, like out-of-date science. The essays in this volume bring to mind
the famous red-shift of the spectrum in astronomy because, when taken as a
whole, they suggest a change of direction away from the steady-state conceptual
universe of power and interests and a growing acceptance of the idea that
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foreign relations are part of an expanding cultural-ideological cosmos.
Whether one focuses on national security, economic expansion, or apparently
nonpolitical phenomena, international relations in the post-Cold War era have
taken a turn so sharply at variance with what would have been expected had
power and interests alone been at work that vigorous new cultural-ideological
explanations – at bottom, humanistic explanations – have stepped into the
shoes once filled by more traditional objectivist approaches.

A tell-tale indication of the shift is an absence of discussion of the core
security issues that lie at the heart of realism. Was American policy in World
War II and the Cold War driven by external necessity? Michael Hogan, in his
brief editor’s introduction, notes that “no one dissents from the conclusion that
the world is a better place without the Nazi and the Soviet regimes” (p. ), but
that statement sidesteps the burned-over question of whether or not security
was really in danger from overseas threats. Henry Luce, for one, confronted the
issue like a bull charging the cape when he asserted that “the question before
us then is not primarily one of necessity and survival” (p. ). The nation’s chief
concern was, instead, “the world environment in which [America] lives” (p. ).
By emphasizing the survival of the American way of life over survival as such,
Luce was defining, or redefining, the national interest in terms of identity. His
insistence that the national essence was threatened by the world crisis was
nothing if not a cultural and ideological argument, a challenging interpretation
about the significance of the global environment that happened to be wholly
at odds with realism.

In this volume, however, Luce’s provocative security thesis is pretty much
ignored, as hardly any consideration is given to how and why the United States
entered the Second World War – a surprising omission, inasmuch as there seems
to be a fair amount of agreement that the adult career of the American Century
begins with World War II. If a few passing mentions are to be trusted, it still
seems to be taken for granted that the United States entered World War II for
“realistic” reasons. Thus H.W. Brands concedes, though with little detectable
enthusiasm, that the “belief that [Hitler] somehow threatened the United States
was a logical step” (p. ). Robert Jervis also indicates that American security
was deeply menaced before World War II and in the Cold War, but he restricts
his argument to a footnote. The reluctance on the part of the American
Century’s supporters to address the national security dimension is matched by
a bashfulness on the part of even the most critical essayists about finding fault
with the war against Germany and Japan. For that matter, one finds little
discussion of geopolitics in the Cold War, which certainly gives the era a new
look – try to imagine Las Vegas without casinos.

In  the absence of more precisely articulated  arguments, one can only
speculate about why realism has gone underground. It may be  that the
astonishment and disbelief expressed by many of the authors about the sheer
hubris of American globalism in the Cold War – a policy orientation that was,
when one stops to think about it, so wildly in excess of what, historically, had
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passed for any reasonable definition of security – opens up the unsettling
possibility that the Cold War flowed from the same source of foreign policy
ideas that put the nation into World War II. If Cold War ideology was indeed
an updated version of the beta software that guided the nation into World War
II, how then can one criticize American foreign policy for not being more
measured when it is the lack of mésure that is the key to explaining all? What if
American internationalism in its crisis mode operated at warp speed only, or
not at all?

Once World War II is factored out, the interpretive road to a consensus view
that security, sensibly defined, does not explain American globalism becomes
much smoother. For Brands, who sees the national interest, ideally, as a well-
proportioned cocktail of security, economics, and promotion of democracy, the
Cold War was characterized by “an inordinate concern with security, a concept
and term that trumped every other aspect of the national interest for nearly
two generations starting in the late s” (p. ). Michael Hogan echoes Walter
Lippmann’s critique of Cold War policymakers for failing to balance resources
and commitments, while Joan Hoff points to the “ideological frenzy” of the
Cold War as a product of domestic choice rather external necessity. Meanwhile,
those more favorably disposed to the American Century like Tony Smith see
American internationalism through a gauzy ideological and philosophical filter
that blends the promotion of democracy with a style of security seeking that
seems independent of any objective threat.

Thus, with the telling exception of World War II, nearly everyone seems to
agree that policy bubbled up from within instead of flooding in from abroad,
though with all kinds of disagreements about its ultimate source. Asserting that
a very broad kind of necessity was at work, Tony Smith has policy emanating
from “the needs of domestic American economic, political, and cultural inter-
ests” (p. ). Geir Lundestad, who emphasizes external causes in his argument
that America’s global imperium, with some exceptions, was an “empire by
invitation,” nevertheless admits that the United States chose internationalism
for its own reasons. Not surprisingly, those on the interpretive Left make the
“it’s the economy, stupid!” argument about economic needs driving the United
States off the cliff of  international involvement (Hoff, LaFeber, Cumings).
Gerald Horne adds racism to the list of inner compulsions, while others still
(Hogan, Hunt) are willing to allow for the play of “ideological impulse” (Hunt)
in a broader way than those who continue to adhere to the economism of Open
Door historiography, which, of course, itself emphasized the role of ideology.
And in his concern that a manic-depressive United States might retreat into its
shell, Godfrey Hodgson underscores in yet another way the importance of
American attitudes.

Overall, despite a few genuflections out of habit to the workings of economic
interests, and more problematically to the world system, economic drives alone
no longer merit absolute adoration. Instead, a conceptual polytheism appears
to have taken over in which the spirit of structural necessity now shares the
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heavenly throne, quite uncomfortably, with the god of ideas. In this new creed,
ideas are not only idealized projections or rationalizations of domestic interests;
they are also autonomous creators of global ambitions and outcomes that
cannot be understood from a purely objective,  self-interested standpoint.
Evidently, this new veneration of ideas is born of a realization that the scope
of American globalism not only grossly exceeded any conventional calculation
of interest but enjoyed, somehow, a surprising degree of international accep-
tance as well.

With Armageddon no longer just around the corner, the critical spirit, which
formerly had been directed against military interventionism, has shifted to an
assessment of the social and cultural consequences of globalism at home and
abroad. The preoccupation with geopolitical issues, which was at its most
intense in the inconclusive arm wrestling about which side was responsible for
starting the Cold War, has given way to a debate about the relationship between
capitalism and freedom. Tony Smith’s thesis that the promotion of democracy
abroad has been a major interest of the United States is vigorously rejected by
a number of contributors who see instead a paranoid concern for security and
an economic internationalism that mates promiscuously with any and every
political system. For these critics, Woodrow Wilson’s desire “to make the world
safe for democracy” is interpreted either as a narcissistic compulsion to re-
create the world in America’s image or as a formula to make the world secure
for capitalism. What one takes away from these broadsides is the clear impres-
sion that spreading democracy has not been a major priority of U.S. policymak-
ers. The point is made most forcefully and insistently by Walter LaFeber, but
it is Joan Hoff who gets off the best quip when she writes that “there is about as
much causal connection between democracy and free-market capitalism as
there is between moon cycles and business cycles” (p. ). For Michael Hunt,
it is not democracy, but a politically agnostic consumerism, with Walt Disney
as oracle-in-chief, that is being exported.

The strongest rebuttal to the critics comes not from traditional historians,
but from a group of authors who stress the cultural dimension of American
policy. Whatever the effects of globalism in the developing world, those who
hail from Europe are forthright in rejecting the argument about the malignant
byproducts of American capitalism. By arguing that American consumerism
was indeed democratizing, they suggest that there are all kinds of “structural”
consequences embedded in consumerism. Volker Berghahn points out that
European elites feared the power of American popular culture to undermine
traditional elite control of society. That fear was well founded, if one is to judge
by Reinhold Wagnleitner’s description of the loosening of class and genera-
tional lines in postwar Europe. If this was imperialism, these authors suggest,
it was less a matter of imposition than of voluntary appropriation. On this point,
the essay by Rob Kroes shows deftly how American symbols of consumption
have taken up residence abroad, only to be transformed in some complex ways.
Although these descriptions of the process, with their emphasis on assimilation
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and domestication, raise all kinds of questions about whether it is accurate to
speak of culture being transmitted abroad, they clearly imply that no nation,
even one as powerful as the United States, could have imposed a global agenda
through the exercise of power alone. While the culture of consumption is of
paramount importance to this group, it seems clear that more than consumer-
ism was involved. The essays by Akira Iriye and Berghahn on the role of
non-governmental organizations and philanthropy suggest that there is consid-
erable room for exploring uncharted domains of the social.

The presence of a sizable contingent of historians that focus on the reception
of cultural transmissions is an indication of the degree to which things have
changed in the space of twenty years, when formerly such concerns were not
part of the disciplinary agenda. Still, these cultural historians seem reluctant
to encroach on traditional political and economic territory, despite the explana-
tory power vacuum that exists in those areas. Wagnleitner argues that culture
was a necessary complement to high policy, but he lets it go at that in order to
concentrate on his empire of fun. Emily Rosenberg injects a feminist perspec-
tive into her claim that the projection abroad of the image of American women
as consumers feeds into high policy, but is content here merely to advance the
suggestion. Iriye goes so far as to put out of mind altogether the relevance of
geopolitics to his current work on international nongovernmental organiza-
tions. This points up a curious situation in which, even though security issues
appear to invite further cultural-ideological exploration, these cultural mis-
sionaries do not appear all that eager to play St. Boniface to the geopolitical
barbarians by bringing culture to policy history.

While some of these culturally oriented historians behave as if politics no
longer matters, they are joined by others who long ago relegated politics to the
margins.  But  while  one  group  emphasizes the beneficial correspondences
between culture and capitalism, for the other side the central issue, in Walter
LaFeber’s  words,  is  “capital  versus culture.” For  many  critically  minded
historians, the heart of the matter is to be found not in singular European
developments but in economic relationships with underdeveloped regions. To
this group, the ordeal of Americanization inflicted upon nonindustrial socie-
ties – which includes structural transformations and social dislocations,
wrenching conflicts between tradition and modernity, and the creation of
enormous disparities of wealth – is more typical of the American Century than
the success story in Europe, to which industrialization and democracy were no
strangers.

. There is room for other approaches, as well. For an excellent work that stresses “harder”
economic themes by looking at the productive side of American capitalism abroad see Thomas F.
O’Brien, The Revolutionary Mission: American Enterprise in Latin America, – (New York, ).

. But see her Ferrell Prize-winning Financial Missionaries to the World: The Politics and Culture
of Dollar Diplomacy, – (Cambridge, MA, ), in which she connects culture with more
traditional topics.

. LaFeber, Michael Jordan and the New Global Capitalism, .
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The disagreements about the causes and consequences of the American
Century are a continuation of inconclusive old debates about American foreign
policy, but in a new key. If one splits the difference, there is obviously a mixture
of good and bad in the American Century, with the weight assigned to various
slabs of history dependent upon how the butchers press their thumbs on the
scale. A few of the authors venture to make predictions about what is to come,
dividing between those who are openly optimistic about the universal extension
of the process and those who foresee a deepening of inequalities. Unfortunately,
there is no knowledge-based probable cause that gives them a warrant to
conduct a search through the future. For when it comes to divining the future,
as John Kenneth Galbraith once pointed out, there are two kinds of people:
those who don’t know and those who don’t know that they don’t know.

Diplomatic history has long taken international conflict and power politics
as its problematic, but these essays, taken collectively, suggest that the discipline
is in the midst of a major shift away from the realist “rise to world power”
approach and its economic doppelganger, orientations that used to stress issues
of war and peace and hard economic motives. By going beyond the concerns
that were once the explanatory staples of the discipline, most of the contributors
in this collection are seeking to explain how the modern world came into being.
The American Century was dark and stormy, but the world it created, despite
a host of serious problems and an uncertain future, bears a striking resemblance
to the kind of global society long dreamed of by liberal internationalists. If the
contributors to this volume are representative of  what is going on in the
profession, historians are beginning to understand the need to explain interna-
tional communication as well as miscommunication, and in ways that address
the power of mutual understanding among peoples as something that is every
bit as important as the mutual understanding of power among governments.
We owe them all a debt for expanding our sense of what foreign relations is
about. At the same time, it seems clear that, despite the shift, questions about
security, the economy, and the nature of American influence remain very much
open.
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